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Learn more about naked mole-rats: https://nationalzoo.si.edu/animals/naked-mole-rat
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QUEEN: The queen is rare to see and will be tricky to identify. Keep watching for the biggest (longest) naked
mole-rat. The queen is the largest because she is the only breeding female (only female that will have babies).

Try to get bingo while you watch the Zoo’s live Naked Mole-rat Cam! Look for the items or
behaviors below and mark off the ones you see. To win, get five in a row across, down, or diagonally.
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Learn more about Asian elephants: https://nationalzoo.si.edu/animals/asian-elephant
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ENRICHMENT: Enrichment is something provided to animals that keeps their minds and bodies
stimulated (active). Enrichment can be objects or toys, new food items, fun features in their habitat, etc.

Try to get bingo while you watch the Zoo’s live Elephant Cam! Look for the items or behaviors
below and mark off the ones you see. To win, get five in a row across, down, or diagonally.
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Learn more about giant pandas: https://nationalzoo.si.edu/animals/giant-panda

HABITAT: The environment where an animal lives, including nutrients, water, shelter, and resources
that an individual needs to survive.

Try to get bingo while you watch the Zoo’s live Giant Panda Cam! Look for the items or behaviors
below and mark off the ones you see. To win, get five in a row across, down, or diagonally.

Zoo Webcam Bingo
Try to get bingo while you watch the Zoo’s live Lion Cam! Look for the items or behaviors
below and mark off the ones you see. To win, get five in a row across, down, or diagonally.
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Learn more about African lions: https://nationalzoo.si.edu/animals/lion
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PRIDE: A group of lions. At the Zoo, members of the pride rotate into the same yard. You may see a
social group with all females, all males or a mix of males and females.
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